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avis Gets Reaction
o Salary Proposal
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By Charles McElwee
UNM President William Davis
said he has received
feedback on his
speech to the faculty in ·
he suggested they not take
increase in salary for a year.
"Some of the reaction has boron the hysterical," he said.
still other letters have been
thoughtful, going into condetail,
giving
He said he will send every
of the faculty the comtext of his speech for the
of those whos didn't atthe last faculty meeting.
Davis said he made the noproposal with a
toward obtaining faculty
on University goals and
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"The main thing on the salary
to ask about their
riorities on how they want the
reallocated in intru(•tional areas," he said .
In line with that objective, he
he is in the process of
a questionaire on
to present to the

He said he will take a look at
total feedback before he
IJ!!ecides what official action he
take on the no-salary-inproposal.
''I'm getting some really good
" he said. "In general the
are very good and
will all be given serious con.rteratirm "

Davis said he would like to int1j[rease the instructional budget
,

EXCELLENT 9ARE for you.r child in my home.
University area. 842·8042.
10/22

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

r

Rates: 15cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen•
ts per word per day, lno refunds H cancelled
before five insertions), ClassJfled ad·
vertisements must be paid in advance,
Marron Hall room 131 or by mall to:
C-lassified. Advertising, UNM Box 20.
Albu(it•erque, N.M.
87131.

~ AN~ED 15 to 24 month old infants to part!·
czpate tn study or how babies learn. For more in·
formation call Dr. Harnlck weekdays at the Psychology Dept. UNM 277·4209.
10/27

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauen glass, Editorial Consultant. 344-8344
10/27
•

5.

FORSALE

20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyoming NE.
~987.
10/23
4 BF Goodrich radial TA's with mags for 1972·75
chevrolet malibu sizes GR60·14 $350 842·8571
10121
.
.
•

~9621MPALA, 265·4064 after 5:00.

10/21

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality tp·speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpackmg equipment. Trail Haus Cyclery,1031
~~~~ateo_SE.256·9190.
_
ten

MARY -Next time try th;i-;:-:o;~lad. It's only 75c.
10/22
Nick. P.S. Who's this guy Hector?

2. LOST & FOUND
~OST: Ring setting with square turquoise ston;

~center,

Ann, 255·1936.

10/27

FOUND: MECHANICAL PENCIL, Mitchell Hall,
Rm 110. Call 256·3479 after 7:00pm.

10/27

whi"t;

FOUND:. 2 month ~!d female kitten,
W/gr~Y· 200 block Stanford. 206·4564.
10/27

~iYcar old Sh~red Irish setter, "Ace,''
Grand·Ash area. Rew:trd: 243-2881. I,uann!l.
Please,I wanl my dog,
10/20

RE~AULT DAUPHINE. Good condition, 25 mpg.
Rehable transportation, nice personality. 256·1283
10/=22:____
1974 MARANTZ POWER AMPJ.IFtEIL"Excei~
lent condition. 60 watts per channel. $225.
10 '22
268-1945 after five.

NEW AND USED BALLOONS. Certified in·
~truction. & co~rdination of group purchases. For
mformatton wrtte P.O. Box 25026 1 87125.
10/27
$50 EMPIRE Rex66 PE/X cartridge, never used
130, 881-4688.
10/22

$2million in the near future
"We need a 15 to 20 per cent inin faculty, and the $2
would provide for about
new faculty positions," he

KUNM FM nee.d~ .a icnerai ~-;;a.ger hYJ~~~~~Y

1. Full rc~ponslblhty for student-staffed, 100,000
watt equivalent, 24-hour, non·commerdal, low·
budget station. Long hours and minimal pay
($5670) but fun and good experience for person
who can motivate sludcnts. Equal Opportunity
employer. Send Rcsum(' ami letter to Chnrles
~nates, Journalism 201, University Or New Mex·
zeo, Albuqul'rque, NM 87i31 by Oetobc>r 25. 10121

He said among other things
a larger faculty would help
University tackle the
ms of the size of unclasses
and
uerH,,nuate
~raoinnlr~ research commitments.
would be a great benefit to
institution," he said.
It might be possible to get th"at
money
through

6. EMPLOYMENT ·
PART TIME JOB graduate students only. Af·
ternoon & cvenil'lg!'l. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old, Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Menan! NE. 10/23
~~STRUCTOR~ NEEDED for Economics of Fern·
1msm, Scxtsm zn Education and Alternatives for
Women. More inCormation and a~Jplications at Wo·
'?en S~udies otfke, Marron, 233 (277·3930J. Dead·
Ime Fr1day. October 24, 1975.
10121

7.

TRAVEL

REDUCED AIRFARE to LA for Thanksgiving.
Call242·2107,
1023

BLUE SNOW NEEDS lead vocalist. We have gigs
10122
waiting. New 299·9066 or Gary 296·5827.
GAL. FRIDt\ Y ~7n"t;dgraphics/;e~('~~arial/pro~
mGtion. 898·9011.
10122

EXCELLBN.T -TitANSPORTAT-ION

i"io-- n7Pii:

1973 Hodaka 100B motorcycle. Extras. S225tof·
fer. 294-5419.
10123

0 Lr1rlltJ~I'~'' .... lf>c!'ln.~ 1 n! !Op
()J,;J!~tv tJiKkpar.k;'H~ r.'Hilfjtr.q
d'lrJ 1 1 .J\mq ~~OtJiptnr>P!
• [ (n'J
ilh'J fHIU'' .. dH•( I< O:J",

~~A·w-sc·Hooi·-xnJoitsSUiN. i~~ ri~t~ -i--r,r('~
pare now, call Profrssional Edu<"Ators of NC'W
Mc~~~':·2_n('.~~~~oso.
11114
PHOTOGRAPHY. ENTJtuSlAsT,~- s.tud~nt;!
C~stom , black-and-white processing printing.
Fme·gram or JlUshprocessing ot tilm, Contact
shecls or custom proots.liigh quality enlargemrnts, mounting~ etc. Advice, if asked, Call 265·2444
or come lo 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
lfn

"'l011fl",1 ttu·rr~,·
• Ppr•.nr,;JI <11\l'rct·or:
. Pldl!

f~orn d
r D'YIP<l'ly ~;pr~Ctilhl.lflq tn

fl\;Jil tlr,.J&•t ',iJJP,,

• FAr)r •,f'rVI'.~' (·lR ho1n nrHl·
•

di•!·:r; (J! 111( 1<,] fHfff'r',)
lfl:f'1f't11 Jlp ~HI('>' rj 1•,(;0tl'lh

VfH) ·,tlilrt· u1

P~SS\ORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. i.owt'!st
prices m tuwn. Fast, pleasing. Ncar UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E.

--·-~.--•· ...... ·~----··- --~·.
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yrt" tJIIY
• Art mNc;h;-lrHh~il! ~~- t 11 l!y wm~
ran!t•!l r~r.wJw.,t rjp!ects - •,;Jt,c,.
lat.:tJOrl gu<trdnlt!r.d
-······-·-~

N~CCI{I ZiGZAG '75 closeout. Btltlonholcs,
blmdhems, embrorders. $39 or 10 pay)llcnts or
$4.00, 262-0637.
11/14
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The faculty of the UNM political science department Monday joined professors of the history
department in requesting the Faculty Policy Committee (FPC) to investigate collective bargaining
for University professors.
In a regularly scheduled department meeting,
they voted unanimously to endorse a motion made
by professor Harry Stumpf which asks the FPC to
examine collective bargaining. Twelve professors
Lobo pboio
attended the meeting.
William Davis
"We're trying to find out what can be done to
reallocations of the present give the faculty more power at this University,"
budget, in addition to legislative said Edwin Hoyt, chairman of the department. "It
appropriations based on a dif- seems our new president is not paying much atferential funding schedule, he tention to faculty sentiment or to student opinion
said.
for that matter."
Davis said every program at
Hoyt said collective bargaining might be one
UNM will come under review in way to give the faculty greater representation at
the weeks and months to come to UNM.
.
determine where budget
Political science professor Robert Sickels said
reallocations would be ap- the action "was not a vote by the department in
propriate.
favor of collective bargaining."
"What we want to do is to find out more about
He intends to be very active
during the next session of the it," Sickels said. "The FPC can study the problem
and warn the faculty of the pros and cons inlegislature.
"I'd like the legislators to see volved."
Another member of the department, assistant
us as we are--a University community increasingly dedicated to professor John Ehrenberg, said each professor had
quality programs, and constantly a different reason for endorsing the motion Monimproving," he said. "I'd like day.
My basic reasons for strongly supporting it
them to know that whatever
we're doing now, we're willing to revolve around what happened in the Steve Mann
(the education professor who was denied tenure
work to do better."

II

i
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I.obo pbGto

Edwin Hoyt
this summer) case and the apparent moves on this
campus to reassert strong control over faculty and
students.
"I see a very serious threat to democratic
rights at UNM," Ehrenberg said. "The only way to
combat the threat is to organize."
Ehrenberg said the vote "was in sympathy with
the resolution passed by the history department."
'

l.mmunity Invalidation Leaves UNM Vulnerable
University attorney Peter
Rask this week said the recent
New Mexico Supreme Court
decision invalidating the doctrine
of sovereign immunity le•wes
UNM vulnerable to most civil actions.
"The impact of the decision is
that there is no limit on liabilities
except for the three year statute
of limitations," Rask said.

claims be filed within a
reasonable period of time such as
two months, put a limit on
maximum liability, and authorize
us to buy insurance and participate in self-insurance type
plans," he said
However, Rask said before the
next legislative session UNM and
other governmental agencies
could be liable unless the
Supreme Court can be persuaded
to postpone the effetive date of
its decision against sovereig~ immunity
He said such a postponement is
a possibility, because the court
has granted Attorney General
Toney Anaya a 30 day extension
of the time in which he may file
for a re-hearing of the case.
The point of a re-hearing, said
Rask, would be to ask the court
to put off the effective date of its
ruling long enough to give the
legislature time to enact
statutory guidelines for the tort
liability of governmental institutions.
The Supreme Court decision
against sovereign immunity
came in. a suit against the State
Highway Department in connection with a fatal bus-truck
collision on a narrow bridge near
Fort Sumner.
The Santa Fe County District
Court granted a motion by the
state to dismiss the suit on the
basis of sovereign immunity.
On appeal, The Supreme court
said the doctrine of sovereign immunity no longer applies in New
Mexico, and sent the case back to
the district court for trial.

Rask said the new Supreme
Sovereign immunity is the doccourt
ruling changes that,
trine of governmental immunity
from tort liability. Rask ex· because UNM can no longer
plained, "It says you can't be sue refuse to be sued. He said the
the government without its ex· University's potential liability is
much greater than it was before.
press consent."
He said, though, there are
Sovereign immunity had its
possibilities
that the tort liability
beginning in the medieval idea,
"The King can do no wrong," and of UNM and other governmental
was early incorporated into institutions can be limited.
He said the legislature could
Anglo-Saxon common law.
provide
some relief. "We can try
Under the doctrine of
to get a statute which would
sovereign immunity UNM, as a
state agency, was shielded from regulate the statute of
limitations, require that notice of
tort liabilities. '
~

UNM Attorney Peter Rask

Lobo photo
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Political Science Dept. Supports
History Profs' Bargaining Vote

By Anne Trawicky
The UNM department of Housing and Food Services found them$48,405in the red for their food expenditures in 1974-75.
The budget had allocated thein $580,000, however, by June 30, 1975
total bill came to $628,405.
Robert Schulte, Director of Housing Services, explained the
was the rising inflationary prices and lack of real income.
"W e were constantly faced with rising food prices that we could do
~·u•mn~ about. Meats, for example, especially rose and even those
we couldn't depend upon." Schulte said.
The department's revenue comes from the number of meal ticket
contracted for the year.
"There was a drastic reduction in ticket sales for that period and as
result we ran into trouble. Both of these problems were simply out
our controL Every food buyer experiences the same things, how' since we are run on a larger scale the results stand out more,"
said.
The operating budget for food in 75-76 is $625,000. The department
taking steps to insure a more positive financial picture than in past
Schulte said.
narrowed the selection of entrees and beverages rather
the quantity per person. We've discontinued, to a certain degree,
services as a wide range of condiments and slices of cheese on
salads.
The preparation for both these items requires extra labor that can
better used elsewhere." he said,
1Continuedonpoge2)

WATER TRIPS. Water bed~, Water bt>d systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE, 268.8455.
1214

DAILY
Wednesday, October 22, 1975

La Posada Overspent
$50,000 in '74-'75

BICYCLES- Lowe~·tp;i~~;-a~;e~l-;;j~~tio;
of the finest European makes. Gitanl"s $116; Ber·
lins $165. Extra large hicyclcs for ffi('n ovrr 6'4''.
Complett> lO·specd adjustment $10. H-.C. Hall("tt's
World Champion Ricyrles, 2122 Coal PI 1-HO:.
843·9278.
lfn

-------- --. - - - - - 3. SERVICES

E_>~PEntENCEU Tl'PlST. Manuscripts, tht>sis,
dissertations, 50c per page, 345·3288.
10/23
'PROFESSIONAL TYPIST, IBM .slllcctric, Guar·
antced accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·7147
10/24
,

4 ROCKET MAGS
tires, size G60-14. Almost
new, locks and lugs included, fits ford or chevy
must.scll, $200 or bust offer. 268-0193.
1012i
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Con Con. Revisions Set;
Students to Vote on Document

o·

'

By Susan Walton
..0
0
The Consti~utional Convention
...:1
>, (Con Con) of the Associat<;Jd
Students of UNM (ASUNM)
·~
~
their
l=l f i n i s h e d
0
proposed revisions to the
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DAILY.LOBO
Vol. 79

No. 38

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
The New Mexico Dally Lobo is published

Monday through Friday every regular week
of the University year and wecldy during the
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Mexico
and is not financially associated with UNM:
Second cla.ss postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mcx1co 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pagc.s of The Daily Lobo are those of the
au~ho: solely. Unsigned opinion is that of the
cd~tor1al ?oard of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
prmted m The Daily Lobo necessarily
repr?scnts the vi.yws of the University of New
Mex1co,

document Monday, leaving the
election of senators to be
decided at a meeting next
January.
At their final meeting of this
semester the Con Con also
decided the role of the Student
Standards Committee, Under the
proposed constitution this committe would review grievances as
well as standards and would also
serve as an appellate body for
student court decisions.
The elections procedures for
the Senate were tabled and a
group will research senate make-'
up at other universities. This
move came about when two factions of the Con Con could not
find a compromise to the proportionate proposal and the at-large
proposal.
The proportionate proposal
would have 24 senators elected
from colleges and schools and
eight elected at large. The atlarge proposal would be much the
same as the Senate ASUNM now

Interested in a Part-Time job ?
$400 a month - 15 hours a week average
Possible career and Sales Experience.
Contact Northwestern Mutual Life
247-1075
We have 5 openings for next year.

has, but the number would be increased to 30 senators .
Alan Wilson, ASUNM
Pbresident, said, "I'm excited
a out the preamble. It sets this
document up as the overall
criteria for decisions affecting
students."
"The rules apply to students
faculty and administration. It
states clearly that students are
co-equal."
Dick Lees, a senator and a
delegate, said he thought the
students' rights section was good
and Joe McLaughlin, a delegate,
agreed saying, "That section
defines student rights more."
"It says no student shall be
denied the right to have
representation on a committee
dealing with the formation of
student policy," McLaughlin
said.
Wilson· said he approved of the
newspaper ballot plan. "It will
make the ballots more accessible" by appearing in the LOBO
the day. before and the day of the
ASUNM elections.
"It will give students time to
think about their vote before
they turn it in. It will cut lines at
the poll~," he said. "I predict
there will be a four to five
thousand yoter turnout with this
plan and that's before the bugs
get worked out."
;Mi~~ ,Rakes, another delegate,
sa1d, I m most disappointed at
the lack of student imput to the
convention. This was mainly due

d

ibrary Money Woes Predicted
By John Feldman
a report to the October 14th
nivE1rsitv faculty meeting. the
Library Committee said
foresees fin an cia] difficulties
for Zimmerman Library.
large part of Zimmerman's
comes from money recomnded by the Board of
Juc:ltlo·nat Finance (BEF). The
support resulted from a
election in which New
voters approved money
higher education beyond that
h the state legislature

i

it·.• ·.•

·The library budget for this
ar includes $440,000 from
from
legislat.ure and $833,000
comes from the BEF.
!l.'""'<'"•
both sources of money
•
' "'"""
Photo by
cover
the library's current
D1rector of Housing Services Robert Schulte
'li:quis:itions, which include all
iodical subscriptions and
standing orders for
and blanket order plans,
(Continued !"rom pag£> 1}
.t1l"eorve Miller, assistant dean for
Another possible measure being considered is the
JJie,~tio•n Development, said.
more cas?eroles. This would allow the use of a cheaper cut of
Miller said funds from
less cost m labor.
BEF were originally intended
"V(e've remained solvent during the first three months of
serve as supplement to the
a~d 1t looks like _we'll be in_ better overall shape. I've been ~~.;·i~~-',;f~alte appropriations and were
Sid.erable attentwn to the mcoming revenues of the year and
marked for the library's
gomg, out for food, maintenance and other such expenditures,
. (as opposed to
way I 1! be ~ble to get a better look at the problems of inflation
collections. Money
what ~ITectl~n they are primarily hurting us." Schulte said.
for current materials was
W~ile havmg to cut certain extras, Schulte is also concerned ;
so BEF money has been
cover current expenses
keepmg the students happy. A survey will be distributed
12 to 17 tp gauge the students' reactions to the conditions and
the expense of retrospective
formance of the dining hall.
s) since 1973.
"We want to keep the students happy but without
In deciding how much money it
suggestions. and opinions we are helpless. Hopefully, we'll
· give the library the BEF
representative response and if there is anything we can do to
a national standard for the
we will." he said.
schools it aids in New Mexico.
the
to those standards
Symphony of Lire presents two .
ZintmElrrrtan is 45 percent
in basic techniques, principles and
ci en t i n t h e n u m b e r 0 f
Meditation every Tul's., ·1·5lJ.m. and ev~~:l;::r'iollumes
.
4-5 p.m., Hono" Gent" nm. 134. '"
the Library has. In the
students throughout. S!'ffiPSlPr. For
60's UNTh1's accreditation
898·9120, M·F, 10 a.m.·3 p.m.
because of inPetitions for ASUNM Senator for the
numbers of books.
fall general election arc now availabll' in
SUB. PeUtions must conlnin the
says that the likelihood of
least 75 students who are members or
happening again is remote
Petitions arc due no Inter than 5 p.m. Fri..
h
in'"'· 242, sua.
as t e report points out,
~~<Hn~rshave improved since the
UNM DEMOCRATS will meet ..Wed.,
was passed in 1972.
p.m., rm. 231-C, SUD. Anyone intercs!e;~ ·
report states that the
welcome to attend,
TOOI,.MI
library budget for
will be $850,000 for

current expenditures from the our goals in teaching and researlegislature. This is almost double ch .
the amount that comes from the
legislature now. The Library
All these figures do not acCommittee feels the increase will · count for salaries and other exonly adjust the budget that has penses not included in the
been increased yearly only ac- category of current acquisitio-ns.
cording to cost of living rises.
Miller said when the bond
By 1978-79, the end of the bond issue funds are gone in 1978-79,
issue, the Library Committee the financing of the library will
feels that nearly $1.2 million will fall on the state legislature again,
be needed for current which was unable to fund the
acquisitions to maintain the level library adequately before the
necessary for an institution with bond election was held.

Truman Capote
Wednesday, Oct. 22
8:00 pm Popejoy Hall
Truman Capote -·Author of In Cold
Blood, Breakfast at Tiffany's, etc. has
become firmly established as one of the
most captivating writers of the times.
Presently working on a new film, Capote
will speak on The Writer's Life.

Tickets on Sale NOW
SUB Box Office & Popejoy Hall
Students $1.00 General Adm. $2.50

dy French

n France
· Students who want to' study in
and who are not
lecessarilv French majors, are
to meet with Philippe
.."""""• the director· of the Cenfor French-American Studies
is on campus today.
Almeras will be in Ortega Hall
235) at 1:30 p.m. to recruit
:tudPnl·o who wish to be part of
concept of "total immersion of
•eginn•ers and ncar beginners in~he French language and way
hie,"
Almeras said he started the
. to "attract those people
might have dropped out'' of
study of French and because
wanted to go against the
age crisis'' which is starto develop.
was an instance where
student on the 100 level of
ch study entered the
and came back to pass a
•uuuut.e level course," Almeras
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But Evelyn Wood Graduates can read
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i

JAWS in 41 Minutes.

!
I

,I

I
I

At That Speed, The 309 Pages Come
Across With More lmpai;~ Than The Movie.
In Living Blood, You Might Say.

You can do it, too. So far almost 1,000,000 people have done
it. People who have different jobs, different IQs, different interests,
different educations have completed the course. Our graduates
are people from all walks of life. These people have all taken a
course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading speed with equal or
better comprehension. Most have increased it even more.
Think for a moment what that means. All of them · even the
slowest - now read an average novel in less than two hours. They'
read an entire issue of Time or Newsweek in 35 minutes. They
don't skip or skim. They read every word. They use no machines,
Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how fast
they read.

And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember
more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right!
They understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more.
You can do the same thing · the place to learn more about it is
at a free speed reading lesson.
This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint
Chiefs of Staff take. The same one Senators and Congressmen
have taken.
Come to a free Speed Reading Lesson and find out. It is free
to you and you will leave with a better understanding of why it
works. Plan to attend a free Speed Reading Lesson and leam
that it is possible to read 3-4-5 times faster, with better com·
prehension.

_Come to a FREE Speed Reading Lesson Today--.
You'll increase your reading speed
50% to 100% on the spot!

i

I
I

6:00 or 8:00 p.m., Room 231-E
Student Union Building
University of New Mexico
'------EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS----Telephone 266-7322 • Student Tuition Plan Available
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By Peter lopez
The Vietnam war is over, Watergate gave a hesitant
an the ass of our top so-called leaders, and we all
to be doing a bit of suffering trying to keep up in
ASUNM
continuing inflationary economic society, Are these
indicators for our apathy and lack of interest in the
national government is 'leading us? I don't
however, I do know NMPIRG is now asking for
support of stopping Senate Bill S-1.
· This bill was originally formed by John Mitchell
(guilty, three counts of obstructing j.ustice) and
Richard Kleindienst (guilty, one count, misdemeanorTh
e discussion which has been prompted by President Davis' "P''~IIo·i lying) as S-1400. It failed but it is now in play again,
combined with the minority report from the National
the faculty has been enjoyable to watch. The only problem 1see
that perhap~ some persons feel his remarks about a one-year
Commission on Reform of Criminal Laws. The Bill has
~n salary Increases and a three-year program towards pseudo already passed through Senate hearings without exhnguailsm for faculty and staff were not completely serious
citing too much concern. It will be up for final voie
1
hope ~hey were very serious, but I have little hope for ~eeing
before the end of 1975.
OH, YOU STILL don't know what I'm talking
fected. It ls_easy ~or UNM t~ take its problems to the high schools
fluence the!r curncula, but 1t is more difficult to make sacrifices
about; well, let me enlighten you. We have a group of
pend ener~les here at home. I believe Dr. Davis was making this ·
law makers (not all our representatives but a powerful
I support h1m for it.
group) at the nation's capital and in effect what they
are saying to the people is this: "You are not qualified
UN.M is in a bind, and it is gqing to take strong action to get
to understand what you want, so you must depend
Our .libr?ry not only has difficulty keeping pace with necessary
upon us to think for you. We realize you don't agree
publications, but they cannot even get backlogged volumes on
with what we are doing for you, but that is not imshel.ves. Our departments are suffering from serious shortage ot'
portant. We are the nation and the law, and the
eqwpment, _and obsolescence of the equipment they do have. In
people must serve us, not be served by us. We must
this: sal~~y mcre~ses have continued to be administered based on
.· survive as a governmental structure whether we are
sons ability to ex1st, and-not on merit or accomplishment.
· right or wrong, even if it means the total destruction
of the nation ana the people.
"Strength is right, and the lack of strength is always
Some _have sa.id that we must compete with the market
1
attra?t h1~h quality teachers. I don't disagree at all. But competition
wrong." "Might makes right."
tractmg h1gh quality teachers does not require automatic raises
' Ridiculous?
faculty that have not earned it. In fact, a system which rewarded
SOME OF YOU
have bought it and here are
work rather than a system of automatic "cost of living increases"
some areas of S-1 designed and approved by both
political parties to be sold as law, making the a.bove
be f~r more attractive to the truly inspired professor.
It ~ only a drea~ to expect of the legislature much more help.
statement hold true.
funding for~ula Will make a difference, but New Mexico already alllo ~:1[.)!! The bill has a real cute name: The Criminal Justice
Reform Bill of 1975.
over 3/4 of 1ts general fund to education; a far greater proportion ,
most states. On top of that, the recent past history of UNM would i .
Chapter 24 nullifies the Supreme Court's Furman
that ~hatever increase UNM receives, most of it will be requested!
vs. Georgia decision making execution mandatory for
salary mcreases.
certain crimes. It eliminates the qpportunity for
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Are Senato~s· ·

~hor:

W h
e t e mem b ers of the Black
Stud t U ·
ld )'k t
en
nton wou
I e o
take tht's o
t 't t th k
ppor um Y 0
an
those senators who supported
us in getting funded at last
Wednesday's Senate meeting.

'
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Robinson, Celia Knight, and Lee
Watkins. We wonder 1·f 1·ndeed
these senators are as really concerned with the needs of the
h 1
d
w 0 e stu ent body, of which

•
we are a part, or if they feel they
are there only to serve the
needs of an elite group?
Members of the Black Student
Union

Traditional View Of Rape

1

Editor:
Due to their support BSU
" Mr. Madaj's "Further Comment on Rape," characterizing the rapist as a
re~eived it~ funding. Although . poor guy who gets ilUckered into making sexual advances which turn out
thts funding is nine months ~? be ill advised" and the victim as a "proverbial 'prick-teaser' " who
·overdue, it does show that there
should_ b': lock:d up" represents a traditional view of rape which reflects
are those senators who are con- the sublimmal m1sogyny permeating certain societies.
By impli~ation, the fem~le should be punished for failure to regard hercerned with the needs of others.
~elf as a s_tr~etly s~xual _ent1ty. She must curtail her actions, demeanor, and
We are also very puzzled at the
~1fe-~~yle 1n cons1dera.t~on of the possible "poor guy" out there who is
four senators who voted against
JUStified
by Mr. MadaJ m physically attacking any woman not conforming
us--John Liebendorfer, Ellen
to these precepts.
D. Williams

Notice
It is very im~ortant that those students with pre-school children
contact the Off1ce of Research and Consumer Affairs.
We need to know how many of you:
1l Would use the Day-Care Center at UNM 'f
1 space were
available, and/or
2)Are using day-care facilities off campus?
Your response. i_s_ vital if ASUNM is to accurately gauge the need
for expanded faclf1t1es here on campus.
Please write: OR~A (Att~ntion: J~ck Rockafellow), Activities
Center, New Mex1co Umon, Umversity of New Me ·
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87131
Xlco,
or
contact Jack Rockafellow in the SUB, Rm. 248 277-5605 ( ff
hours: M,W,F2-5 p.m.)
•
.
o Ice

Editor:

The Final Liberation

1

A. ~ ~adaj's letter of October 15 concerning the problem of rape
revea e m one word what will prevent the ultimate solution of the
problem a~d the f}nallibe,ration of women. The word: prick-teaser. As ion
a~ the pen~s remams the rocus of the rape, as opposed to the violent deni~
~e~omen s ~r~edom to move, speak, act as they please, as long as rape is
as pums. ment for women who do not conform to the stereoty es
t~at men dev1se ~or them, as long as it is assumed that males have ~he
rJght to A_TTA~K '.f aroused, even if this arousal stems from a figment of a
pe~verse 1~agmat1on, we will make slow progress in assisting the victim
an exp~~mg ~h? real Pr?blems of oppression to all people.
In add1t1on, '.tIS abom1nable to twist the words of Margaret Mead.and to
~se hedr autho.nty to supp~rt these arrogant and male-dominated attitudes
1nstea of takmg her warn1ng as recognition of a sick society.
'
Peggy King

Editorial Board
Unsigned hi.Htorials represent a
majOJily Oplruon of the Daily -lobo
Staff. All other columns, cartoons and

Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medjna

letters represent tho OPinion of the
author and do not necessarily reflect
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Editor:
I was interested to hear President
Davis' proposal that the faculty
forego a salary hike this year. 1
would be fort he proposal IF:
1. The administrators cut back
~heir salaries considerably to help
Improve the university.
2. Our money is used to raise the
wages of the custodians and maintenance workers at UN M so they
can live comfortably like the rest of
us.
3. Our money is also used for additional classes and tutorial
programs, so ALL high school
students are served by UN M--not
just a select few who have the opportunity for the best high school
education. Everyone has the right
to quality education.
But, our money should not be
withheld to improve conditions for
the privileged few at UNM, while
the majority of New Mexicans will
not benefit by it.
Joanna de Keyser

Managing Editor

Features Editor

of the staff.

Davis'
Proposal

:'"-'~::.:::.-

probation on some offenses, raises the fine on all
felonies to $100,000 and gives police officials permission to shoot at any suspect attempting to flee
from the scene of an alleged violent crime.
. Care. for more: three-year jail sentences for dispers1ng PICtures of two or more humans involved in
copulating, rejects the National Commission on
Reform of Federal Criminal Laws' recommendation to
control the sale and possession of handguns. S-1
allows for 48-hour "emergency" wiretaps without a
court order, forces landlords to co-operate with electronic surveillance, permits the attorney general to
listen in on anyone whom he believes to be "a danger
to the structure of the government (chapter 31A)"
and puts the burden on the defendant to prove entrapment beyond the provision of an opportunity "or
active inducement" by police agents (Section 551 ).
Three years for the "movement of a person across a
state line" in the "course of the planning" of a "riot."
A· "Riot," according to section 1831, is now "an
assemblage of five which creates a grave danger to
property."
I CAN'T STOP: Section 1124 makes it a felony for
any federal employee to "communicate ... classified information to an unauthorized person." Even if the
material was "not lawfully subject to classification at
the time."
Oh, all you passive grass lovers expecting the total
legality of joints across the nation, how does $10,000
fine for the first offense and a federal rap on top of it
sound to you?
Ridiculous? It is n·ot my place to represent NMPIRG
but only act as one individual voice against the hardships rising in our country while apathy prevails. You
say you are concerned, then how, out of 20,000
students no major complaints were made against the
Daily LOBO for allowing space for the CIA's {the perpetrators of death and subversive guides against basic
human rights) recruitment of students to take part in
their gestapo organization 7
It's time again to express ourselves as free people.
Write your government representative. Take part in
the upcoming rallies rejecting Senate Bill 1.

President Dictates Professional Lives
on encouraging further growth
and development in any area for
which an individual has
keen
interest and strong potential.
Why not recognize that, indeed,
professors, too, are individuals
in their own right and, as
already evidenced by their high
academic attainments, are quite
capable of deciding for themselves what additional pursuits
would contribute to the mark of

a

excellence and the role of good
leadership.
Why not nurture the strength
of such values as· selfresponsibility and diversity of interests--values which have
made possible the rise of great
Americans to the realm of
public attention since the birth
of our free nation.
. Sharon Allen
UNM Student
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Letters to the Editor...
Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 250
words,
typewritten
and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address
and telephone number must
bz included with the letter or
it will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld· upon agreement
With the editor, irt person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, telephone number and address
of a group member
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We_ curren'tly.allot 85 per cent of our allocated budget to oersonne,l 11·~
~sso91ated services, according to Dr. Davis. Obviously a slig
In th1s are~ would m~an a greater number of dollars than massive ·
Editor:
~entage adJustments 1n small areas. These dollars would mean a lot
I wish to take advantage of
ilb~ary, _to the _counselling center, or to the equipment budgets.
i
~n1ve~s1ty env1ro~~ent, even an excellent professor cannot do an ontu·•ll the privilege to express my
JOb Without suff1c1ent books for reference or proper equipment for
opinion in regard to Dr. William
students to use.
Davis' recent proposal that the
UNM faculty become bilingual
DOONESBURY
within the next three years. He
suggested
that
this
accomplishment would exemplify
what
the leaders of the UniverWHY, GOV8RNOR
BRf}(.(fN, NICE OF
sity community expect from
YOIJ 7/J CA/..1.-1
themselves. I would disagree
with this. It would, in my
opinion, ·reflect more what one
University president expects
and demands of the people
.hose professional lives he enjoys dictating.
I am moved to ask why Dr.
Davis would not place emphasis

News Ec:Htor

Photo Editor
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Jeans with that
classic look

savings

that's never out
of style. Look
for the tab
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SAFE
CONVENIENT

on the back
pocket to be
sure they're

* All Accounts Insured up to $40,000
* Real Estate Escrows
FOR OUR
ACCOUNT HOLDERS:
Notary Public

Financial Advice

Convenient Hours
9:00 am to 4:00 pm
Monday through Thursday
9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Friday

authentic
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Big Plaid Machine

David Antin (pictured at right)
will appear tomorrow night in
the Kiva, 8 p.m., as part of the
ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series.
Talking is the form of David
Antin's art. He has pl"rcedent
only in Gertrude Stein and
Jackson Mac Low in his pure in·
terest in language as medium,
Antin's talking is spontaneous,
yet his concern is not with
imagination, but truth/ a truth
that the collage artist finds in the
playful assemblage of the pieces.
Antln's last book Talking from
Kulchur foundation is a com·
pilation of talking pieces from
around the country.
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Grid Coach Mondt Is Retained

Talking Poetry

o-:l
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Athlelir Direr.tor Lavon Me·
Donald said Tuesday he is recom·

losing the Fiesta c:hampionship gamP, the UNM women's field
, 1 n 0 ,~Ke) team may have lost the hatt.Jr, hut they have won the war.
Their critics said that the only r11ason the field hockey team was unldefeatea was because they were playing area high school teams. But
posting a 3-1 record in the Fiesta tr>1.1rney they have answered
uitics. They can beat college competition.
The Lobos swept through the tourney with only one close battle, a
.o decision over Colorado Women's College, until the loss to Colorado
A break in the Lobo's favor might have pullNl that. one out too,
it was not to be.
The single-goal d<>feat by Colorado State was the most exc:Hing
game of the tourney, but not hy a whole lot. Julie Malone'~; winning
goal in the Colorado Women's College game touched off an explosion
such as ,Johnson field has probably never seen. Goalie Renee
Lowden'~ acrobatics in the chumpionship game was the most spectacular individual performance I have ever seen.
When CSU finally scored UNM put on a furious attack and there
. was electricity in the air. When a goal by Lobo Amy Rivera was called
back there were no je(·r~ or protPsts from any of the Lobos or their
fans, showing sportsmanship from the stands and on the field rarely
m this era when Pete Hose has bot.tl!'s thrown ut him, and a

CORN&RAA3YMPHONY

SAT,NOV 8' 8PM
JOHNSON GYM
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By Tim Gallagher

AL~UQUEAQUE APPEAAMICE
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mending that Head Football
Coach Bill Mondt's contract be
extended through 1976, "for the
stability of the program."
McDonald said he made the an·
nouncement at this time to stop
"rumors and idle chatter" eon.
cerning Mondt's future at UNM.

z

"We're as disappointed as the
fans and players are that we :!l
hav~n't won mor<' games, but we
f<'~l th<' basis is th<'re for a sound :><
program, and that we're on the 0~·
way up," h~ said.
tJ
pl
McDonald said he believes ~·
'<
most people interest<'d in the t"'
0
Lobo football program are solidly 0"
b<:'hind Mondt. "We've arrived at 0
this conclusion on the basis of 0
discussion with players, fans and c+
"'0
boosters," he said.
0"
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Atkins
has plans for
your happiness.
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A.:S. U. N. M.
POPULAR ENTERTA\NMENT COMM\lTEE

Novel Conflicts

PRE~ENT••••

•
I
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Rabbi Chaim Potok (leftl,
author of "The Chosen," "The
Promise," and "My N arne Is
Asher Lev," will speak at S:OO
p.m. tonight in Woodward Hall.
He will open the Albuquerque
Jewish Community Council's lee·
ture series--"Experiment in
Jewish Learning" --by presenting
a talk on "Authority anri
Rebellion: The Jew and Moder~
Literature,"
The thrust of Potok's pres~r.
tation will be a "personal accoun:
of tensions and conflicts arisin~
from a commitment to the
secularism of the modern nove.
and thP traditionalism ,;:
r1•ligious belief."
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PETER NERO
AND COMPANY IN PERSON
Sunday, October 26, Four O'clock
First United Methodist Church

Tickets: $5.00 · Phone 243·5646
~Series Season Tickets- 8 Concerts $10.00
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prlmntcsandpla.ns{orUnllow<'f'nPartyOrt.:ll.

The annual Putnam malht>matirs <"flmprlitlons
will he Sat., Dt><', 6. All r('gularly r-nrollc>d stud(ln
ts or UNM ar(> eligible. Sign up M Mnthr.>mati("s
Dept. -office, 41511umaniti€'s by OC't. 24.

December 6, 1975
November 17 • 20, 1975
6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
UNM School of Law, Room 102

Students who are serious about their future legal careers
will want to begin their preparation even before they toke
the Low School Admission Test. Professional Educators of
New Mexico. Inc. in conjunction with Professional Educators,
ihc. of Washington, D.C. offers a course to help you achieve·
a higher score on the LSAT. The course consistsof four consecutive nights of preparatory instruction, taught by at·
torneys and other professionals, utilizing an approach
technique which familiarizes the student with the format of
the LSAT and the analytical techniques and methods which
can lead to better scores on the test.
PENM's updated course materials and limited enro.llment
poilcy assure maximum student involvement and an 1nslght
into thl1 latest LSAT developments.
PENM guarantees that if you do not score 600 or above
on the LSAT you may take the course agutn at no charge.
Professional Educators of New Mexico
Post Office Box 26045
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125
(505) 255-4050
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.'l'wo seniors make up liNM's
futlbaclt line. Sue Kelt is on the
l '
.ett
crnd most of the players agree
t.lmt tlre strength of the defense
hPs •Jn the right side in Kathy
F~_rdyce. One of these days shl• is
~llln'l co hit the ball the length of
tire Held.

It is this reporter's opinion
tlrat t.lte :\I!VP of the Fiesta Tour·
ner was goalil' R(lnee I,owden.
E~ 1'EHT!\I~MI•:!'i1': In-c 8.:. fn·t•, t"nh,rruv.- w ttr
St "H ('Uft·lt·ria l:J tn 1 p.m.
.
Be.fore this tom·ney I,owden
'1 \.-": ''F!a<ih {;tJrdon !'-iu. ~r· iQ tht• ~l'B llallroo::-.
enuld have slept through the
Jt,!Jhy, Ill u.m to !J p.m. all thi'l \H'!·k
gmnns
(!~M plnved, but sh11 was
',11·:-;H': hnl,Y \:u•m· En-.:t•ruhh• ~~t·ntatiV('/ n: li.'·
'".1 Bhallr.,mnw•n tu 1 p.m.
wide awake Im~ the we~;~kend's
~.n .'il·:r:t1· Mrt\:\H·II Mu·.•·um uf -\rllhropni•·l:•
qames
and slw was srwrtaNtlar.
· _( 1.1 fiH'I'h W:·-.t. ~.~·y.tj ...nHl tll~t·nt:tl l''J>-:
<~l•!••um~ rt·•·t·J•tmn -.;illab~. 1 111 ;; l•· m.
Without her th1• Lobos t•ou\d just
ha\''' easily bl•l'll 0·4. Sh~;~ kt>pl
:!tem in gaml's in whirh tht•y
m: :.f h t ot h t.' l' wj s H h a \• o h t.~ t'~ll
Sto.rship Sell-out
· ol:iurr!ttered. She will ht'l'onw
KPvin Bli,;,;, PI•;(' dmirman ..
mcm, 'J;t!uubll' tv the t."h"'J wht•n
:"ll:t)'.1i .:tn,vorw whhin,tf tt• go t~··
•h"''
·~o to tin• Intermountnin l'l>l\
the ,)pffn'Ann ~:tarnhip tJoh" , . fPt'flnr.:~ g3m('S Noven1her 0·7 in
,t-,un Gy~n, ~urula~·, Nov. :!llu·t·i · D1'n·r\~:r.
h·l' f:t·t thc·ir lidtt•h tmi:t.v .liP 1'1
t.•XJIPd in~{ 1 ht- rt'il'.:~hliug ~il'.ilt:'J'
·~o. the F'h•sta 'I'ourner i.~ t>VPI'
lu 'iPiJ I'Olll!'ll'tC'I,Y fhh WP..!t.
ancl '.''::'i:.\1 did not walk <I~Yay with
Hta.· . ,lup's album, "Ht•d O<'j an:• trophit:'s this Yll<ll'. h11t tht•y
fi•pu.-.. ," h.z--.; •·~·t·h t·~·r·til'tt~d ~~
!Jitt}•>d brillh111tlY in losing. It'
milii<•tJ >it·ii• 1·, cn11l lh•· '>inv,lf'' ~lH,l'tl is sm•h <I tl;ing a.~ a 11 imlt't'
h'oJH t lit• ,drP.J;dl. I\1H\U"1Q·S, '
m ;J,~feat, tbt' 1JNM Lt•\Ju>i N•r
d,J[JiH' \\' 1 ' { j ( 1~\ ':_::.~:.~_H,! !. 1 :!~l'='::/
tcml~~~ ~~ve:rt',
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('haplm'' <:~t t1H• ~~·I

f~!'~!l'r t~day, ll:;~oa.m. &. t p.m.
} OF. fit'\:: H.l'¥ &d An tin at _q ft.m, u1 the 1\J>'.J
I nm •• rrow.
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the Tourney.
crtm~ ,gang that I have labelled
apologies to Sparky Anderson.
The qrey-and-red skirted squad has scored 44 goals in nine games
which ir. great, and I don't care who they are playing against. When
the Lohos get a lead they just don't sit on it which is more than I can
for some teams on this campus. The majority of this scoring has
eoming from Sandia High School grad center-forward Dana
"""~-and the Texas Whiz, Sally Broyles, from Houston.
Ri~ht-inner Broyles and Miller have combined to score more than
of the team's goals. But they would be the first to tell you that
many •Jf these goals are set up by the speedy right wing Margaret
Gonzales. Gonzales is the real sparkplug of the team and the way she
carries the ball down the right side is a terror to the opposition. The
side is not to be forgotten, but matching Broyles and Gonzales is
iikP ?r:,ing to match Ruth and Gherig. Rivera is the left inner and the
.lPft·win~ position is played by Allene Bostwick or Julie Malone. This
does a good job and they take pressure off the right side.
T:w riefense allows an average of two-thirds goals per game and
most teams do not win when they score less than one goal. They also
hu\'P four shutouts to their credit.
Tlre halfbacks are anchored by center halfback Donna Kutarnia,
last year's Daily LOBO field hockey MVP. Kutarnia is ou a scholarship and is flanked by two other scholarship halfbacks, freshman
V!cky :\1assman on the right and senior Carol Cole on the left. Both
arP ~~raduates of Highland High School. Junior Rebecca Whelan is a
su bstlt ute. ·
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1/5 7 Crown

$3.99 1/5
Lowenbrau Oktoberfest

6 pk. $3.99
1/5 Importers Vodka

$2.99 t/5
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Con Con Finishes

(Continued from page 2)

to the fact that the constitution
was not printed in the LOBO in
its entirety."
Jon Bowman, another delegate
and LOBO news editor, said he
was "upset the proportionate
representation system will not be
on the ballot.
McLaughlin disagreed with
Bowman saying, "I'd hate· to
railroad the proportionate
proposal through when we really
don't know what other schools
are doing."
Rakes, McLaughlin, and Lees
all said the new broadened im·
peac'hment proposal was good.

with other colleges and seeing
what they arer doing with their
constitutions so when the next
Con Con meets there will be a file
of rna terial for them to go
through.
The constitution, if approved
by two-thirds of the students
voting, will go into effect fall
semester of 1976.

"It was so vague in the old con·
stitution. The new system really
clarified the procedures," Rakes
said.
Wilson said the Con Con had
corrected some glaring errors in
the constitution and if the
proposed document is passed by
the students on the Nov. 12 ballot
"it will be more clearly defined."
He also said he hoped a Con
Con would meet every five years
to go over the document and keep
it up to date.
.
Rakes agreed ·but added it
would be a good idea to keep
some people working on the constitution year round, check!ng

Bernadette Chavez, ex-ASUNM Senator and
now attending Harvard Law School will be
recruiting on campus today in Mesa Vista Hall,
rm. 2142. Juniors and Seniors are welc<Jme.

Kiva Club meeting Wed., Oct. 22, 7 p.m. at
Native American Studies,
Albuquerque Coalition to Defeat Senate Bill 1
will meet Thurs., Oct, 23 upstairs in SUB at 7 p.m.
All interested In helping with the rally arc invited
to attend,

Smoke-In Fumes V.P.

Positions Open
Petitions for candidacy in the
Nov. 12 Associated Students of
UNI\1 (ASUNM) senate elections
are now available.
ASUNM members with a
grade point of at least 2.0 may
run for the office of Senate. This
election will.fill ten senate seats.
The petitions require · the
signatures of at least 75 ASUNM
members. An ASUNM member
is a student carrying 12 or more
hours, or a student carrying six
or more. hours who has paid his or
her ASUNM activity fee.
Petitions may be picked up at
the ASUNM office, room 242 of
the .Student Union Building.

Makers of-Hand Made Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

Free Films
Wednesday Oct. 22
Featuring
Charlie Ch

<d

il<

R~tes: 15 eenh per word per day, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run fiv~ or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine ceo·
taper word per day, (no refunds if cancelled
before five insertions). Classified a~
vertisements must be paid in advance.

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
87131,
Alb':'_iJl•erque,N.M.

1.

PERSONALS

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright 247-9819.
tfn
TAROT PALM I-CHING rendings, 3007 Central
NE, Room 8, Sec Bonnie 255·6642.
10/30
NOT PLANNING on flunking out of school but do·
lng it anyway? Call AGORA, 277-0013.
10/24
MARY -Next time try their salad. It's only 75c.
Nick. P.S. Who's this guy Hector?
10/22
ACTORS. Uyou have talent, the World to knowwe have the place •.• Call Toby 296-7555.
10/24
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEANNA, "Dig 19," Love
Kacee.
10/22
WANT TO RENT garage near campus !or ear
storage, 277-5287.
10/30
THANKS A LOT PAL-Don't ever leave me alone
In a bookstore again. Harriet.
10/22

2.

LOST & FOUND

4.

LEVI'S BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243-6954, tfn

FOR RENT

5.

l>HOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black-and-white processing printing.
Fine-grain or pushprocessing of lilm. Contact
sheets or eustom proofs. High qua1ity enlargements, mounting, ct.:::. Advice, il asked. Call 265-2444
~orne to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, plen~ing. Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or Come to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E.
WILL TYPE PAPERS. Call Kim 265·3292.

~

~ ~

Wednesday

_
-··

Cover Girl
Rita Hayworth, Gene Kelly
Columbia; Directed by
Charles Vidor

Thursday

Les Biches
Directed by Claude Chabrol

Fri_day

NEW AND USED BALLOONS. Certified in·
struction & coordination of group purchases. For
information write P.O. Dox 25026, 87125.
10/27

Columbia Pictures
presents Robert Altman's

$50 EMPIRE Rex66 PE/X cartridge, never used
$30. BB1·46BB.
10/22

Images

ACCURATE HAND-DRAWN birth horoscope,
$4.00. Interpretations, $15. Unique birthday,
Christmas gift. Professional 1\strologcr, Bill
Nolan, 205 Dartmouth SE, 268-0247.
10/30

Starring Susannah York

Saturday

PEAVY CLASSIC AMP $150. New Gibson Grabber Bass $290. Rob, 821-0037.
10/22

11/4
'~

. .

(Fil

,. ·..

T4e Cultural Program Committee
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Presents
An Extravaganza From the British Isles

SCOTLAND
ON PARADE

A representative of the
Southern Methodist University
School of Law, Dallas, Texas
will be on campus: 9:00 am to
12:00 noon, Thursday October
23, 1975, to talk to interested
students about admission
requirements and financial
assistance. For information
and to make appointments,
see Barbara Welsh, Career
Services Center , Mesa Vista
Hall · Room 2131

Saturday October 25 - 8:15 pm
Tickets $7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00
UNM Undergraduates with Activity Cards
1/2 PRICE
Telephone 277-3121

I

Scenes From
A Marriagem
Saturday 6:00 & 10:00
2:00

SUB Theatre
7 & 9 pm $1.00

'\

'.I

I

New Mexico

DAILY
Thursday, October 23, 1975

NECCIII ZIGZAG '75 closeout. Dottonholcs,
blindhems, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of
$4.00, 262-0637.
11/14

SffiU SCHOOL OF LAW .

··-- •· -

J

REDUCED AIRFARE to LA for Thanksgiving,
Cnll242·2107.
1023

CLOSING Ol.IT Stereo Department. Stereo
Hi Fidelity equipment 40,50% off. All reasonable
oilers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE,
256·3505.
11/14

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Manuscripts 1 thesis,
dissertations, SOc per page. 345-3288.
10/23

-·-~

TRAVEL

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ***

---

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frnucnglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344.
10/27

----· -

7.

Continuous Showing
10 am· 3 pm
In the SUB Theatre
Sponsored by ASUNM &
Student Activites

EXCELLENT TRANSPORTATION 120 mpg.
1973 Uodaka 100B molorcycle. Extras. $225/ol•
for. 294-5419.
• 10/23

WANTED 15 to -24 month old infants to parti·
cipate in study of how babies Jearn. For more in·
(ormation call Dr. Harnick weekdays at the Psy·
chology Dept. UNM 277-4209.
10/27

~-:e~-

10/22

EARN UP TO $85 a week working part time. Car
is necessary, For more information call 265·1635
2-3:30 only,
10/22

WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE, 268·8455.
12/4

EXCELLENT CARE for your child in my home.
University area.842-B042.
10/22

-

graphics/~ecretarial/pro·

BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largest selection
of the finest European makes. Gitancs $115: Dcr·
tins $165. Extra large bicycles for men over 6'4".
Complete 10-spced adjustment $10. R.C. Hallett's
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE.
843·9278.
tfn

WEDDING INVITATION & Photography at low
cost. Creative Services 299-7930.
10/23

·'.

GAL FRIDAY wanted
motion. 898·9011.

1974 MARANTZ POWER AMPLIFIER. ExCellent condilion. 60 watts per channel. $225.
10/22
268-1945 after five.

LIKE NEW SET Britannica Encyclopedias, $100.
243-5447 home, 277·2409 office. 955 Buena Vista
SE, Apt L211.
10/24

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec. 6. Pre·
pare ndw, call Professional Educalors of New
Mexico, Inc, 255-4050.
11/14

nr.UE SNOW NEEDS lt>ad vocalist. We have gigs
waiting. New 299·9066 or Gary 296·5827.
10/22

somebody's breaking the law on they would do it where it would
campus, we have to be concerned have an effect-like in front of
about it."
City Hall," he said. "Having it on
The vice president said, to his the Mall will only ·bring heat to
knowledge, there has never been this campus. And I don't mean
a smoke-in at UNM.
heat from the police, but just
''I'm sure there have been pressure in general."
students walking around campus
A member of the UNM chapter
before who've been smoking," he of the National Organization for
said. "But that's a different thing the Reform of Marijuana Laws
than trying to !flake a political (NORML) said his organization
statement out of it.
has taken no part in planning the
"If people want to make smoke·in.
political hay out of the marijuana
issue, they. could have chosen a
He said, however, that he perbetter target than us," he said.
sonally has called some UNM law
Tom Hogg, assistant to the students to have them on hand
dean of students, urged students Friday in the event a smoker is
not to take part in the advertised arrested. He added that he had
smoke-in. '
heard rumors at least a pound
"You would think that if and a half of marijuana would be
wanted to have one, inhaled at the.~rioke-in,

LO ·-

RENAULT DAUPHINE. Good condition, 25 mpg.
Reliable transportation, nice personality. 256·1283
10/22

FOUND: 2 month old female kitten, white
w/gray. 200 block Stanford. 266·4564,
10/27

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME JO_B graduate students only, Af·
ternoon & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 yean old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please, Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE. 5516 Mcnaul NE. 10/23

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring eenter.
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclcry, 1031
~~ !'_!~_S:.:E:.:·:o25:.:6..:·9.::;19:.:0;_,_ _ _ _ _ __:<::::In

AM/FM 8-lracY recorder with all the goodies,
$9,86 per month, 256-3505.
11/14

LOST: Large white Samoyd·Malamutc cross from
409 Va~sar SE on 10/14. Reward lor return.
Please cnll292·0444.
10/30

6.

20 PORTABLE TV's $30-$60. 441 Wyoming NE.
255·59B7.
10/23

FOUND: MECHANICAL PENCIL, Milcholl Hall,
Rm 110. Call256·3479 after 7:00pm.
10/27

FREE GENTLE SHEPARD cross female pup in
need of good home. Tom 292·0423.
10/30

TWO UNIFORMS, new 1:;i~e 8·10. Go-cart, $25.
298-7065.
10/30

FORSALE

SENSIBLE TRANSPORTATION gets 200 mpg.
Quiet, European motorbicyclcs $385. First 15
buyers US ort, 256-7285.
1027

LOST: Gold wire rim glasses. Ortega Hall, 26610/30
5122.

10-SPEED ALUM ALLOY frame Centrepull
brakes, excellent, make offer, 243·9747 883-1020
'
•
10/23

YALE & CENTRAL SE. Student preferred, One·
bdrm deluxe, $160, Two·bdrm $200. 268-0525.
10/30

LOST: Ring setting with square turquoise stone
in center. Ann, 255-1936.
10/27

3.

GREAT DEAL/20" color TV for less 'than most
used B&W's/good condition/ keep 'calling
.266-3B33.
10/30

PROFESSION AI, TYPIS'l', IBM selectric. Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates. 298-7147.
10/24

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

number a small leaflets have
1a!Jpeare'd on campus in the past
days saying a "marijuana
nsnJOk,e·ln" will be held Friday on
Mall.
The leaflets, posted on several
buildings, do not list
names of sponsoring in·
or organizations. They
however, that the smoke·
· held to push for
[de:crimiiJali:zaiGion of marijuana. It
supposedly set for "high noon"
Friday.
Harold Lavender,· UNM vice
Jpnlsident of student affairs, said
has been unable to track down
individuals responsible for
!posting the leaflets.
"I'm not sure what we will do if
take this action," said
"Obviously,
if

Group to Study B&AS Proposal

•I'

I
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Departments Erode
Classroom Space

By Paul Vitt
Instructional space on campus is diminishing as general class space
is being whittled away by departmental take-over.
This is one of the recent findings of the Committee on University
Planning. COUP was commissioned two years ago by the UNM
Regents to formulate long range planning for the University.
lise Gay, assistant dean of the division of continuing education and
community services, said, "COUP should put a end to hip-pocket
their medical and legal coun- decision making."
terparts," Rehder said, "As in
Gay was a member of the Committee of Campus Maintenance and
medicine and law, undergraduate Development which looked into the problems of class space.
"There is a critical shortage of class space at certain times of day,"
work in the spicific disciplines is
not required or even a preferred said Gay. "What we need is flexible space, rooms that can be made
prerequisite for the professional larger or smaller, plus movable seating,"
Gay, also the ·director of Community College, has been an ad·
MBA degree.''
Problems resulting in the need ministrator with the University for ten years, six of those she has
for a separate admissions been involved in the scheduling of class space.
"Community College classes are ail discussion groups, we need
process, the unnecessary delays
in correspondence, and the dif- flexible more intimate space," she said.
Gay said the University administration claims there is plenty of
ferent deadlines between the two
schools could be eliminated by a space available but it is not being utilized. "They feel the problem is
separate Graduate School of/ created by most teachers scheduling their classes for the popular
Business, the statement says.
times of day."
"The administration bases their statements on data collected by the
The establishment of an AnBoard
of Educational Finance (BEF)," said Gay, "and the data is
derson Graduate School of
Business and Administrative misleading .
"The data only takes into account occupancy when in use, nothing
Sciences, the statement concludes, that recognizes the about how many hours the room is empty. They also fit the classroom
nature and objectives of to the size of the class, that is, if the room has 50 seats is beside the
(Continued on page 3)
professional
graduate
management education, would
also "give us the organizational
flexibility necessary to admit our
students and offer our program
and degrees with maximum ef·
fectiveness and recognition."

School Requests Grad Program
By Judy Herrera
A proposal by the Anderson
chool of Business to sep- ·
'• arate its master's program from
•the UNM Graduate School has
. triggered the formation of an ad
hoc committee to study the
suggested move.
Called the Committee of
Graduate
Professional
Education, it was created by Paul
·H. Silverman, vice president for
research and graduate affairs,
and is also sponsored by the
: Faculty Policy Committee.
Robert R. Rehder, dean of the
Anderson School of Business and
. Administrative Sciences, cited
.professional recognition as one of
the benefits that would result
from an autonomous master's
his statement calling for the
Iesttablis!Jmcmt of the autonomous
he said "The presige
'!""'socaalced with a Graduate
FH:ho,ol of Business is substantial
greatly affects recruiting
Preferences and job opPortunities for our students as
as faculty research monies
and fellowships."
Graduate School Dean Ber~ard Spolsky, however, said this
IS a complicated issue. "I'm
ng with this in my mind.
I'm not quite clear on my own
. position yet.
• of v1ew,
,
· "From my pomt·
my
Work would be easier if this were
a graduate school of selected arts
and sciences," Spolsky said. "But
.
the University point of
VIew, we must work together.
concerned about the parts
'"u'""' in their own direction
Wltho11t some coordination."
Spolsky said it is hard to pin
~'"''" n the difference between
and professional
ooJs, and many of Rehder's
could apply to the
graduate units as well.
's what the Graduate Com1'01titee is for. We have to look at
wider relevance, not just
!busin(>ss,
"We're in a peculiar position

here," Spolsky said. "We don't
hire our own faculty, but we
work closely with all the depart·
ments. For simplicity, I'm sure
Rehder would like autonomy so
he could go straight to the Gover·
nor or the legislature without
having to go to other faculty
members. This is what we have
to see in the committee report."
Rehder's statement notes the
change is essential if goals of
regional leadership are to be
realized.
"Regardless of the quality of
the master's programs at UNM,
the Anderson School is not likely
to gain appropriate recognition
for its master's degree programs
and its degree recipients as long
as they are offered in the
graduate school," he said.
Rehder distinguishes between
professional graduate education
and the traditional arts and
sciences graduate programs.
"The professional MBA
programs are far more akin to

I
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FPC to Help Davis
Circulate Faculty Poll

.

Robert Rehder

I

By Charles McElwee
The Faculty Policy Committee
(FPC) yesterday agreed to help
UNM President William Davis
prepare and circulate to the
faculty a poll designed to deter·
mine their r;riorities.
As a result of heated
discussion last week, the com·
mittee invited Davis to this
week's meeting to explain his
recent "no salary increase"
proposal.
Davis ·emphasized that he
made the proposal in the total
context of soliciting faculty input
on the ranking of priorities
within the instructional budget.
"Faculty members often say
they're not consulted on major
University policies," said Davis,
"and this was a good opportunity
to give input."
He said that after all the
opinions are in and considered, it
may be decided not to change the
current priorities of budget
allocation.
~PC member Keith Auger, a

professor in the College of
Education, said he thought
Davis' comments about faculty
salaries have had a devastating
effect on faculty morale.
He said, "I think it was not a
well-thought-out way to start a
dialogue. A dialogue is going on,
but not in a healthy way."
Journalism professor Tony
Hillerman pointed out that much
of the furor over Davis' speech
was due to simple misunderstanding.
"Most of the reaction," said
Hillerman, "came from people
who heard it from somebody's
sister's uncle who heard it down·
town from someone who knew a
faculty member."
Professor Shlomo Katni of the
engineering department cited a
recent report from the American
Association of University
Professors, which he said shows
that UNM faculty salaries are
very low.
Davis acknowledged that fact
(Continued on page 3)
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